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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two ntatementn about the pannive-interface command are
true? (Choone two.)
A. An EIGRP router can form neighbor relationnhip on the
pannive interface, but incoming and outgoing multicant
updaten are dinabled on the interface.
B. In OSPF, the pannive interface can receive incoming routing
updaten and update the device routing table.
C. In EIGRP, the pannive interface ntopn nending hello packetn.
D. In OSPF, configuring pannive-interface at the interface
level nupprennen hello packetn for the interface and all nub
interfacen.
E. A RIP router dinablen all incoming and outgoing multicant

updaten in the pannive interface.
F. A RIP router lintenn to multicant updaten from itn neighbor
but ntopn nending multicant updaten on the pannive
interface.
Answer: C,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have three devices enrolled in Microsoft Intune as shown in
the following table.
The device compliance policies in Intune are configured as
shown in the following table.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE:Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Device 1:
No because Device1 is in group3 which has Policy1 assigned
which requires BitLocker.
Device 2:
No because Device2 is in group3 which has Policy1 assigned
which requires BitLocker. Device2 is also in Group2 which has
Policy2 assigned but the BitLocker requirement is not
configured in Policy2.
Device3:
Yes because Device3 is in Group2 which has Policy2 assigned but
the BitLocker requirement is not configured in Policy2.
Reference:
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/cbernier/2017/07/11/windows
-10-intune-windows-bitlocker-management-ye

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which among the following files provides email header
information in the Microsoft Exchange server?
A. PUB.EDB
B. PRIV.STM
C. PRIV.EDB
D. gwcheck.db
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4

In which type of EIGRP configuration is EIGRP IPv6 VRF-Lite
available?
A. named mode
B. stub
C. classic mode
D. passive
Answer: A
Explanation:
The EIGRP IPv6 VRF Lite feature provides EIGRP IPv6 support for
multiple VRFs. EIGRP for IPv6 can operate in the context of a
VRF. The EIGRP IPv6 VRF Lite feature provides separation
between routing and forwarding, providing an additional level
of security because no communication between devices belonging
to different VRFs is allowed unless it is explicitly
configured. The EIGRP IPv6 VRF Lite feature simplifies the
management and
troubleshooting of traffic belonging to a specific VRF.
The EIGRP IPv6 VRF Lite feature is available only in EIGRP
named configurations.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios-xml/ios/ipv6/configura
tion/152mt/ipv6-15-2mt-book/ip6-eigrp.html#GUID-92B4FF4F-2B68-41B0-93C
8-AAA4F0EC1B1B
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